PROJECT UPDATES

Bangladesh: Sustainable Reintegration and Improved Migration Governance

REINTEGRATION ASSISTANCE

Beneficiary Profiling

- 23 beneficiaries profiled in June 2019
- 848 beneficiaries total profiled
- 451 EU returnees
- 397 transit country beneficiaries total to date

Psychosocial Support

- 07 beneficiaries enrolled
- 07 beneficiaries completed
- 138 beneficiaries total to date

Economic and Social Assistance

- 06 referrals
- 88 beneficiaries total to date

Social Reintegration Support

- Workshops: 012 (June), 542 (Total to date)
- IPT Shows: 069 (June), 941 (Total to date)
- Forum Meetings: 046 (June), 461 (Total to date)
- DCC Meetings: 000 (June), 027 (Total to date)
- Migration Fair: 000 (June), 009 (Total to date)

PROJECT OVERVIEW

Duration: 4 years (April 2017—April 2021)
Funded by: The European Union
Lead Ministries: The Ministry of Expatriates Welfare and Overseas Employment and The Ministry of Foreign Affairs
Implementing Partner: BRAC
Service Coverage: All over Bangladesh

Inbound Calls on Hotline

- 164 beneficiaries received immediate assistance to date

MIGRATION GOVERNANCE

- Annual Migration Report published
- Selection of consultant for database of recruitment agencies completed
- Final draft of report on strengthening monitoring and enforcement prepared
- Meeting held at MoEWOE to finalize the selection of the destination countries and the study protocol for Labour Market Study
- ToR finalized on “Enhancing financial support services for migrant workers”
- ToR finalized on “Developing a promotional video on Labour Migration in Bangladesh”

AWARENESS RAISING

- Developed the Bangla module on Financial Literacy and remittance management.
- Successfully provided ToT on Financial Literacy and remittance management.
- Developed two Public Service Announcements (PSAs) – radio jingle and animated video to promote hotline service number
- 162 tea stall meetings conducted (cumulative 401)
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MONITORING & EVALUATION

- **Data Quality Assessment (DQA) Visits**: completed across the 10 Reintegration service centres to verify data accuracy.
- **Returning Migrants Comprehensive database**: Consultant selection process is ongoing jointly with technical committee.
- **Prottasha Mid Term Review (MTR)**: Inception report and study protocols were finalized. Data collection is in progress.
- **Remittance Study**: Draft report was reviewed. Consultant requested to revise the report.

COMMUNICATION

- An interview of the **EU Ambassador** will be included in the Migration Governance video. Shooting date has been finalized.
- Designed and produced **visibility materials** for the TOT organized at BLC, Rajshahi.
- Social Media outreach in June was 4000.

PROTTASHA IN PHOTOS

1. Meeting on labour market study.
2. Demonstration of Module sessions under Financial Literacy Module by Participant.
3. Group Photo- ToT.
4. Last session of ToT on Financial Literacy.
5. DQA visit by M&E Team at Narshingdi.
6. Prottasha MTR Data Collection in Munshiganj district
7. Prottasha MTR Data Collection in Dhaka district
8. Prottasha MTR Data Collection in Tangail district
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